Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In animals, territorial behaviour is an important aspect of competition for space and for spatially distributed resources, and hence influences population regulation and reproductive dynamics (Gordon [@CR23]; Makarieva et al. [@CR33]). Correlational and experimental studies on many vertebrate taxa in a wide array of ecological contexts have shown a robust link between territory size and measures of individual fitness or fitness-related traits \[e.g. reproductive success (Both and Visser [@CR9]; Wilkin et al. [@CR42]), offspring growth rate and parental and offspring survival (Both and Visser [@CR9]), male heterozygosity (Seddon et al. [@CR37]), male body size (Candolin and Voigt [@CR13]; Vanpe et al. [@CR41]), male age (Cavé et al. [@CR14]), number of mates (Davies and Lundberg [@CR16]; Vanpe et al. [@CR41])\].

Two important factors have been suggested as determinants of territory size: the spatial distribution of resources (e.g. food, nest sites, females); and space partitioning resulting from interactions among neighbours (Adams [@CR2]). Some studies showed a negative correlation between territory size and territory quality, whereby territory quality could in turn be predicted by characteristics of the habitat (Andrén [@CR3]; Smith and Shugart [@CR39]). This supports the hypothesis that territory size depends on the availability of resources, so that plentiful resources allow territories to be smaller. However, some correlational and experimental studies, mostly focusing on individuals with contiguous territories, failed to find a link between food abundance and territory size (reviewed in Adams [@CR2]). The complementary hypothesis proposes that territory size is an outcome of interactions between contiguous neighbours (Adams [@CR2]). This is supported by removal experiments which showed that territories expanded when neighbours were removed (Adams [@CR1]; Both and Visser [@CR9]; Candolin and Voigt [@CR13]).

The two aforementioned determinants of territory size imply that territories that are closer together in space should be of similar size, either as a result of spatial heterogeneity in food availability (or another resource) occurring at a scale larger than that of the average territory, or as a result of space partitioning. This means that territory size cannot be considered an independent trait of one individual, that is, territory size will be spatially autocorrelated. Spatial autocorrelation (SAC), i.e. the degree of dependency among observations at a given spatial scale (Cressie [@CR15]; Legendre [@CR29]), is a well-recognized phenomenon in biogeography studies on species distributions and abundances (Dormann [@CR19]). However, with the notable exception of population genetic studies investigating the spatial genetic structure of populations (Manel et al. [@CR34]), the problem of SAC has been largely ignored in animal population ecology in general and in studies investigating territory size in particular.

If territory size is spatially autocorrelated, it raises the question whether the use of the classic statistical toolkit is appropriate for the analysis of datasets where territory size is either predictor or dependent variable. SAC can result in elevated type I error rates (Legendre et al. [@CR30]), biased point estimates (review in Dormann [@CR19]), and biases in model selection (Lennon [@CR31]), and can thus lead to false conclusions.

In this paper we investigate the presence and magnitude of SAC in territory size, and the implications for statistical modelling. We assess the presence and the extent of SAC in territory size based on datasets obtained by three widely used territory models: Thiessen polygons (Adams [@CR2]; Sibson [@CR38]; hereafter "Thiessen territories"), kernel polygons (Worton [@CR43]; hereafter "kernel territories") and territory mapping (Bibby et al. [@CR6]; hereafter "mapped territories").

First, we use simulated Thiessen and kernel territories to show that SAC of territory size can occur in a wide range of contexts under both increased and relaxed competition. Second, we use published territory mapping data to show the importance of SAC in territory size in real animal populations. Our results suggest that small-scale positive SAC is, in many contexts, an intrinsic trait of territory size which may render the use of classic statistical tools inappropriate. We then discuss alternative statistical procedures that are more suitable for the analysis of datasets including territory size as a dependent or predictor variable.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

We used Monte Carlo simulation techniques to investigate SAC of territory size in different competition contexts. Competition of neighbouring individuals is reflected: (1) in the spatial distribution of individuals, whereby increased competition results in an increased spatial regularity (Campbell [@CR12]); and (2) in the strength and number of interactions at the territory boundaries whereby the degree of exclusion of the neighbours from the focal territory (i.e. level of competition) determines the amount of overlap between territories (Maher and Lott [@CR32]). We therefore modelled the intensity of competition either by altering the spatial distribution of territory centres or by varying territory overlap (see below). Each Monte Carlo "experiment" was performed using a 10 × 10 flat surface starting with 150 territories.

To assess SAC of territory size we computed a widely used measure of SAC: Moran's *I* coefficient (*I*~M~; Fortin and Dale [@CR21]; Moran [@CR35]). *I*~M~ is comparable to a Pearson's correlation coefficient taking values between 0 and 1 in the case of positive SAC and between −1 and 0 in the case of negative SAC. The expected value of *I*~M~ in the absence of SAC is negative but very close to zero for large enough sample sizes (Bivand et al. [@CR8]).

SAC in territory size under increased competition {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------------

A preliminary simulation (Supplementary Material 1) showed that SAC of Thiessen polygons generated under complete spatial randomness (CSR) is only present at the scale of first-order neighbours (first-order neighbours have to share at least one boundary). Therefore, in the following simulation experiment we investigated the amount of SAC in Thiessen territory size of first-order neighbours under varying levels of competition.

Thiessen polygons---also known as Voronoi diagrams or Dirichlet tessellations (Aurenhammer [@CR4])---are used to describe the area of influence of each point (in this case territory centres), defined by a polygon encompassing the area closer to the target point than to any other point (Sibson [@CR38]). More details on procedures to control for edge effects, to define neighbours and to compute Moran's *I* are given in Supplementary Material 1. The spatial regularity of the territories, and thus competition, was monotonically increased by generating points through a simple sequential inhibition (SSI) process (Diggle et al. [@CR18]). The SSI process is obtained by first generating a random (CSR) pattern, one event at a time and then excluding any new event that falls within distance *r* of any previous events (Baddeley and Turner [@CR5]). The inhibition radius *r* was allowed to vary in the widest possible interval (0, 0.9) given the starting parameters. The effective sample size, after the edge effect correction, was 108 ± 7 (mean ± SD) for small radii (*r* \< 0.5) and decreased to 42 ± 2 for the largest possible radius (*r* = 0.90). The simulation was performed 1,000 times for 100 distinct *r* values and confidence envelopes were constructed from Monte Carlo 95% confidence limits computed for each *r*.

SAC in territory size under reduced competition {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------

In the second simulation we investigated the level of SAC in territory size based on kernel territories. A kernel territory was constructed as follows. First, Thiessen polygons were constructed around territory centres simulated under a random pattern (CSR) and the boundary polygons eliminated (see Supplementary Material 1). Second, within each Thiessen polygon 50 points were simulated under CSR. The position of each point was altered by adding noise generated from a continuous uniform distribution *U*(*a*, *b*) where *a* and *b* where randomly extracted from a sequence (0, *i*,...., *N*) of fixed length while *N* was allowed to vary in the interval (0, 50) generating a vector of 100 *N* values. A kernel territory was estimated using a bivariate normal kernel (80% utilization distribution; Worton [@CR43]) for each set of 50 points. The utilization distribution is a bivariate probability function which gives the likelihood that an individual is found at a given location. Thus a kernel territory is defined as the minimum area in which an animal has a given probability of being located.

A monotonic increase in territory overlap, and thus a decrease in competition, was achieved by increasing the limits (*N*) within which the noise added to the spatial coordinates of the points underlying the kernel territories was allowed to vary. The neighbourhood relations between kernel territories were established based on the initial Thiessen polygons. For each simulation, we used the same sample size and the same procedure to compute Moran's *I* as in previous simulations. The simulation was performed 1,000 times for each 100 *N* values and confidence envelopes constructed from Monte Carlo 95% confidence limits computed for each *N*.

Type I error rate {#Sec5}
-----------------

We investigated the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis when in fact it is true (type I error rate) due to SAC in territory size by testing the correlation between territory size and a randomly generated independent variable *z*. We did this for three scenarios from the previous simulations chosen in the range of *I*~M~ found in the meta-analysis of mapped territories (see below): Thiessen territories under a random (CSR) pattern (*I*~M~ = 0.31), Thiessen territories under increased competition (SSI with *r* = 1, *I*~M~ = 0.22), and kernel territories under decreased competition (with 40% overlap, *I*~M~ = 0.15). The variable *z* was initially generated independent of territory size from a standard normal distribution. Then, *z* was transformed using a spatial autoregressive transformation (Bivand et al. [@CR8]; Haining [@CR25]) and the spatially autocorrelated variable *z*′ was computed as *z*′ = (*I* − ρ*W*) ^−1^*z* where *W* is the row-standardized weights matrix corresponding to the simulated Thiessen territories, ρ is the autoregressive parameter which is allowed to vary in the interval (0,1) and *I* is the identity matrix. The widely used Pearson correlation coefficient *r* was computed for each chosen scenario and 100 independent *z*′ values in the interval (0, 1). The simulation was repeated 1,000 times for each ρ and the type I error rate, i.e. the proportion of cases where the null hypothesis was falsely rejected (for a significance level *α* = 0.01) was computed.

Meta-analysis of SAC based on data from published mapped territories {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Using published data, we investigated SAC in territory size based on mapped territories. First, we performed full text searches using the keywords "territory map\*" or "map of territor\*" on bibliographic databases allowing for full text search: jstor (<http://www.jstor.org/>), bioone (<http://www.bioone.org/>) and ScienceDirect (<http://www.sciencedirect.com/>). Second, we scanned the selected papers for maps of territories obtained via detailed observations of territorial behaviour of individually marked animals (colour-tagged individuals). We included only studies presenting maps of more than ten individuals and of territories not obviously constrained by the geography of the study site (e.g. territories mapped on a peninsula or a small stretch of suitable habitat). We found 14 studies which met these criteria. When a study presented multiple maps (i.e. more than one study site or season) we used the map with the highest number of territories (see Supplementary Material 2 for details on each study). All the maps were saved in a raster format and each territory was manually digitized and saved in a vector format.

Territory size was calculated for each mapped territory and *I*~M~ was computed at the level of first-order neighbours (with at least one common boundary) using a row-standardized weights matrix (Bivand et al. [@CR8]). The combined effect size, for all 14 studies, was computed using DerSimonian and Laird's meta-analytical method for the estimation of random effects (DerSimonian and Laird [@CR17]).

Software {#Sec7}
--------

All Monte Carlo experiments and analyses were performed with R 2.8.1 (<http://www.r-project.org>). The following add-on packages were used: spdep (Bivand [@CR7]), meta (Schwarzer [@CR36]), spatstat (Baddeley and Turner [@CR5]), adehabitat (Calenge [@CR11]).

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Thiessen territories generated under CSR were positively spatially autocorrelated at the level of first-order neighbours \[*I*~M~ = 0.31, 95% confidence interval (CI) = (0.19, 0.43)\] but were not different from the random expectation at larger spatial scales (Supplementary Material 1).

Significant SAC was present in the simulated Thiessen territories generated under increased competition (SSI) across the whole range of inhibition radii *r*, whereby the *I*~M~ decreased with increasing *r* (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the decrease in *I*~M~ only started at a relatively large inhibition radius (*r* *=* 0.25; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that an increasing level of competition will minimally affect SAC. Even for the largest possible inhibition radius, the SAC was still positive and significant \[*I*~M~ = 0.22, 95% CI = (0.04, 0.4)\].Fig. 1Moran's *I* coefficient (*I*~M~) of Thiessen territory size at the scale of closest neighbours as a function of inhibition distance (*r*) of a sequential spatial inhibition point process (see [Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} for details). The confidence envelope (*greyarea*) represents simulated 95% confidence limits. The*upper thin horizontal line* indicates the *I*~M~ of Thiessen territory size constructed from territory centres under complete spatial randomness. The*lower thin horizontal line* is the expected value of *I*~M~*,* under the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation, for the minimum sample size (*n* = 34)

The level of SAC decreased with decreasing competition, that is, with increasing territory overlap, starting with a territory overlap of 15% (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Only at levels of territory overlap above 62% did *I*~M~ become non-significant.Fig. 2*I*~M~ of kernel territory size at the scale of closest neighbours as a function of territory overlap. The confidence envelope (*greyarea*) represents simulated 95% confidence limits. The*upper thin horizontal line* shows the *I*~M~ of Thiessen territory size constructed from territory centres under complete spatial randomness. The*lower thin horizontal line* is the expected value of *I*~M~ under the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation

As expected, the type I error rate increased with increasing autocorrelation of the covariate *z*′ for all three scenarios (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The error rate depends on the SAC in territory size: it is highest in the case of Thiessen territories under CSR (*I*~M~ = 0.31), intermediate for Thiessen territories under SSI (*I*~M~ = 0.22) and lowest under kernel territories (*I*~M~ = 0.15; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Type I error rate for *α* = 0.01 (indicated by the *thinhorizontalline*) of Pearson correlation coefficients for three classes of territory models as a function of the spatial autocorrelation coefficient ρ of a simultaneous autoregressive process (spatially autocorrelated covariate). For comparison *I*~M~ is shown on the*upperx-axis*

Positive SACs in territory size were found in most of the published studies with mapped territories. Only two out of the 14 studies showed a negative SAC, albeit not significantly different from zero; the other 12 studies exhibited a positive SAC ranging between *I*~M~ = 0.09 and 0.46 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}; see also Supplementary Material 2). The overall combined effect size was *I*~M~ = 0.19, 95% CI = \[0.09, 0.29\], *P* = 0.0003.Fig. 4*I*~M~ at the scale of closest neighbours of mapped territory sizes. Data were obtained from published territory maps. Studies are ordered by their point estimates. The*horizontal error bars* show the SD. The*size* of the*squares* is proportional to the square root of the sample size of each study. The*dotted vertical line* shows the median expected *I*~M~ for all studies, under the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation, whereas the*crosses* show the expected *I*~M~ for each study separately. *1* Breininger et al. ([@CR10]), *2* Heg et al. ([@CR26]), *3* Wortman-Wunder (1997), *4* Pedersen (1984), *5* Fort and Otter (2004), *6* Davies and Hartley (1996), *7* Tomiałojć and Lontkowski (1989), *8* de Ita and de Silva (2007), *9* Bourski and Forstmeier (2000), *10* Enoksson and Nilsson (1983), *11* Krebs (1970), *12* Watson and Miller (1971), *13* Broughton et al. (2006), *14* Ramsay et al. (1999) (see Supplementary Material 2 for details of each study)

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

SAC of territory size {#Sec10}
---------------------

SAC is a common property of all three territory models we investigated. We found small-scale positive SAC in simulated Thiessen and kernel territories and in the majority of published mapped territories. When SAC occurs both in territory size and in a covariate of territory size the Pearson correlation coefficient suffers from an inflated type I error rate.

We investigated SAC of territory size in a series of Monte Carlo experiments using Thiessen and kernel territories, two commonly used territory models. The Thiessen polygon model and its variants were used in studies on aggressive behaviour (Adams [@CR1]), on individual reproductive processes and on timing of breeding (Garant et al. [@CR22]; Valcu and Kempenaers [@CR40]; Wilkin et al. [@CR42]). The Thiessen territory model assumes a central territory place (e.g. nest location), strong competition (i.e. sharp boundary) and a complete utilization of the available space. In contrast, the Kernel territory model (Fieberg [@CR20]; Worton [@CR43]) describes the territory of an animal in terms of probabilities using the concept of utilization distribution and does not require a fixed centre or full utilization of the available space.

The cause of SAC can be inherent or induced (Fortin and Dale [@CR21]; Legendre et al. [@CR30]). Inherent or true SAC appears as a result of the variable itself, while induced SAC \[or "induced spatial dependence" (Legendre et al. [@CR30])\] arises in response to exogenous factors (e.g. food, nest sites, mating partners), which are themselves spatially autocorrelated. Boundary interactions between close neighbours can be seen as an inherent process leading to small-scale positive SAC in territory size. The Monte Carlo experiments showed that Thiessen territories exhibit inherent SAC, with estimates in the range of *I*~M~ = (0.22--0.31) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), irrespective of whether their underlying spatial distribution is random (CSR) or increasingly uniform (SSI). Any empirical study using Thiessen territories is therefore likely to suffer from SAC in territory size estimates. For example, in a blue tit (*Cyanistes caeruleus*) population, the *I*~M~ of Thiessen territory area was 0.27 ± 0.05 (mean ± SD) across 7 years of study \[see (Valcu and Kempenaers [@CR40]) for details on the study population\].

Inherent SAC in territory size also appears when the more realistic kernel territory is used. Simulations of kernel territories showed that *I*~M~ decreased quickly with increasing territory overlap (i.e. decreasing competition). However, SAC of territory size remained positive and significant for a large range of territory overlaps and only became non-significant at overlaps larger than 60% (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We also investigated SAC in territory size based on published mapped territories using a meta-analytical approach. Territory mapping involves identification of an individual's positions and its territorial behaviour (e.g. boundary disputes, territory marking) and it is thus a very accurate territory model. We found positive SAC at small scale (close neighbours) in most of the mapped territory datasets included in the meta-analysis. The overall effect size (*I*~M~) was 0.19 which is in the range of the *I*~M~ values obtained in the simulations. Two studies (Breininger et al. [@CR10]; Heg et al. [@CR26]) had a relatively large *I*~M~ of 0.46 and 0.44 respectively (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, in both these studies (Breininger et al. [@CR10]; Heg et al. [@CR26]) territories are contiguous and situated in a qualitatively heterogeneous habitat leading to territories of very different qualities. We speculate that in those two studies a base level of inherent SAC resulting from inter-neighbour interactions is further increased by an extrinsic spatially autocorrelated variable. The *I*~M~ of the remaining studies that showed a positive SAC (ID 3--12) was in the range (0.10--0.33) which could have resulted solely from interactions between individuals.

Type I error rate {#Sec11}
-----------------

The simulations show that SAC of territory size unavoidably inflates the probability of type I errors. In accordance with two previous studies (Legendre et al. [@CR30]; Lennon [@CR31]) we found that the type I error rate of the Pearson correlation coefficient increases with the SAC of the covariate. When SAC of the covariate is zero or very small, the significance level of the Pearson correlation is correct. However, once SAC in the covariate increases, the rate of type I error increases rapidly with the strength of the SAC. For example, for randomly distributed (CSR) Thiessen territories we found that the type I error rate was tenfold higher when SAC of the covariate (*I*~M~) reached 0.50 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Even when SAC of territory size is relatively small (*I*~M~ = 0.15), as in the largely overlapping kernel territories, the type I error rate is still inflated when SAC of the covariate is relatively large (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Methods to account for SAC of territory size {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------

Fortunately, a wide range of statistical tools are available to model SAC (e.g. Bivand et al. [@CR8]; Cressie [@CR15]; Fortin and Dale [@CR21]) and many more are being tested or are under development (Griffith and Peres-Neto [@CR24]; Kato [@CR27]; Kissling and Carl [@CR28]). In the Supplementary Material 3 we point to some widely available spatial analysis tools used in modelling SAC and highlight some of the particularities of modelling SAC of territory size. The source code of a working example written in R (<http://www.r-project.org>) is also available in Supplementary Material 3.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
----------

SAC is a common feature of three widely used territory models: Thiessen polygons, bivariate kernel polygons and mapped territories based on behavioural observations. When territory size results from interactions between neighbours, such that the available space is partitioned between individuals, SAC is probably an intrinsic universal trait of any territory measure. Because SAC increases the risk of type I errors, classic statistical tools should be used with caution or alternative methods should be employed. This is particularly true when the covariates of territory size are themselves spatially autocorrelated, which will often be the case.
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